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The RMV would like to eliminate the acceptance of the paper Certified Release Form for 

processing non-renewal payments and discontinue the batch clear process as of April 1, 2020. 

We have two primary reasons for discontinuing acceptance of the paper release: First is the 

ongoing potential for someone to fraudulently create the Certified Release Form, which 

continues to happen and results in lost revenue. And second is the reality that many non-

renewal participants now accept web-based payments. The elimination of paper releases makes 

real time clears essential to the RMV’s ability to assist customers who are waiting for the clear 

to occur in order to process their transaction. The batch process is not timely enough to meet 

customer needs and expectations.   

With online payments, when customers that have outstanding parking tickets (or other non-

renewals) pay them online, they expect the item to be cleared so they can process their renewal 

in a timely manner. Sometimes they encounter a long wait until the Clear Transaction is 

processed. 

The current standard for reporting Clear Transactions is 20 days, and was established back in the 

1990s when technical capabilities and customer expectations were substantially different than 

today. The Certified Release Form allows this process to work because a customer (who has paid 

in person) can expediently undertake the transaction in person at the RMV as the RMV performs 

the Clear Transaction on behalf of the municipality. The actual standard as expressed in the 

Non-Renewal Manual is: 

Once full and final payment has been made, the city or town is expected to initiate a Clear 

Transaction.  However, if the violator appears at an RMV office to renew a driver's license and/or 

registration with a Certified Receipt prior to the arrival of the city or town's Clear Transaction(s), 

the RMV will perform a Clear Transaction on-line prior to renewing the driver's license and/or 

registration in question.  This Clear Transaction will function exactly as if the city or town had 

performed the transaction and will result in the accrual of the RMV Surcharge fees.  However, the 

issuance of the Certified Receipt does not relieve the local official of the obligation of sending a 

Clear Transaction to the RMV within 20 days.  The Clear Transaction processed by the local 

jurisdiction may either be on tape or, as the RMV prefers, online. 

With the implementation of ATLAS Release 2 on November 12, 2019, the RMV is offering a free 

portal that allows for electronic clears. In addition, the RMV is also offering a web service that 
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also allows for the immediate processing of a clear. With these factors in mind, the RMV is 

making the following proposal for changing the current clear processing transaction standard:  

 Once full payment has been made and accepted during normal RMV Service Center 
business hours, the clear must be processed with the RMV within one hour of accepting 
this payment. RMV Service Centers are open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through 
Friday excepting Commonwealth holidays.  
 

 Once full payment has been made and accepted during hours other than normal RMV 
business hours, the clear must be processed as quickly as is practical, but in no case later 
than by 9 a.m. of the next RMV business day.  
 

The RMV understands this is a significant change, but we also realize that the vast majority of 

Clear Transactions today are processed online and either meet or exceed our proposed 

standards. Additionally, this it is what all of our customers have come to expect in this day and 

age. This proposal would also allow us to eliminate the Certified Clear Form. If we do adopt this 

standard, it would also appear to us that there is no practical reason to keep the batch Clear 

Transaction available. 

We welcome comments as we do need to update the current standard and we want to do this 

in a cooperative manner. Your feedback can be submitted through email at 

Atlas.Municipalities@dot.state.ma.us or provided at the ATLAS Non-Renewal Webinar being 

held on August 28th from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.  You may register for the webinar at: 

https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1351412341122724109.  After registering, you will 

receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the webinar. 
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